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Mrs. CUBIN. Mr. Speaker, today on behalf of Representative STEVE LARGENT and myself, we are introducing a bill that extends the authorization of Title X of the Energy Policy Act of 1992 which has been cleaning up the radioactive contamination created by the uranium and thorium milling operations. This program has been a valuable and generally successful endeavor, and has been instrumental in completing remediation at a number of uranium and thorium milling sites. This bill addresses the environmental hurdles and rising costs facing private industries in cleaning up those sites, five of which are in the State of Wyoming.

For the most part, the tailings were created in the process of obtaining supplies of uranium and thorium for the Manhattan Project, which produced America’s first nuclear weapons. Title X sites encompass a range of areas which have combined tailings of both civilian and military responsibility. At those sites, the private owners remEDIATE the contamination, then are reimbursed by the government for that share of the tailings which were generated as a result of Federal activities.

Without this legislation, DOE and the uranium/thorium industry may be unable to continue their cleanup of the remaining Title X sites. This bill is a responsible measure—and a positive one—which allows the Federal government to continue to clean up its environmental liabilities.

The main purpose of the bill is to extend authority for title X cleanup from 2002 to 2007 and provide for a staged reimbursement increase from $6.25 per ton to $10.00 per ton. The need for the increase in the mill tailings reimbursement rate and program extension stems from several factors. Congress has decreased annual discretionary appropriations while clean-up costs have increased due to groundwater and environmental standards. After Congress’ adoption of the “Polluter Should Pay” principle in CERCLA, the Federal government has the same responsibility for environmental clean-up as does private industry.

This legislation would not require an increased spending authorization for uranium/thorium reimbursement for the Federal government’s share of mill tailings clean-up costs. DOE has concluded that the requested increase in the per ton reimbursement rate from $6.25 to $10.00 would not exhaust the uranium tailings authorization of $350,000,000 and therefore would not require an increase.

This legislation is supported by the many private industries which have already borne the cost of cleaning up the uranium and thorium tailings. After Congress’ adoption of the “Polluter Should Pay” principle in CERCLA, the Federal government has the same responsibility for environmental clean-up as does private industry.

The main purpose of the bill is to extend authority for title X cleanup from 2002 to 2007 and provide for a staged reimbursement increase from $6.25 per ton to $10.00 per ton. The need for the increase in the mill tailings reimbursement rate and program extension stems from several factors. Congress has decreased annual discretionary appropriations while clean-up costs have increased due to groundwater and environmental standards. After Congress’ adoption of the “Polluter Should Pay” principle in CERCLA, the Federal government has the same responsibility for environmental clean-up as does private industry.

This legislation would not require an increased spending authorization for uranium/thorium reimbursement for the Federal government’s share of mill tailings clean-up costs. DOE has concluded that the requested increase in the per ton reimbursement rate from $6.25 to $10.00 would not exhaust the uranium tailings authorization of $350,000,000 and therefore would not require an increase.
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Mr. VENTO. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to commend the first National Labor College class of graduates.

The National Labor College is a correspondence school that offers bachelor of arts degrees in seven different disciplines all relating to labor and its practices. Students of this university are given credits for work and union experience as well as general class work. Students that are union members and full time workers pay a substantially lower tuition rate and work independently towards their degree. This program was established 2 years ago and has advanced the skills and knowledge of many working Americans by offering them an opportunity to receive higher education at a cost they can afford while still allowing them to remain a part of the workforce. While most of the students are from the United States, the participation is international.

As a strong advocate of education and its continuing growth and improvement in our society today, I have fought to ensure that a quality education is accessible to the working class of Minnesota and America. Providing our workers and labor unions have a much greater challenge than in the past as they cope with the rapid change in the world of work and represent the most important factor in the progress of productivity, the workers.

The National Labor College aids in ensuring that the American world force is ready for the challenges of the new millennium. By providing education and support to our work force we can continue to successfully compete in the growing global economy and vastly expanding technological market. We must continue to support our work force and the National Labor College is a very important first step in doing so.

I’d like to submit, for my colleagues’ review, an article from the Washington Times Sunday, July 25 issue, which highlights this program and the achievements of its graduates.

[From the Washington Times, July 25, 1999]

NATIONAL LABOR COLLEGE PITCHES TENT FOR ITS FIRST GRADUATES

88 PERSONS EARN 4-YEAR DEGREES BY MAIL, E-MAIL

(By Gerald Mizejewski)

At first glance it looked like any other college commencement, with dark gowns, tassels and gushing parents snapping photographs.

But then the speakers starting saying things like, “I say to you all, solidarity, solidarity forever,” and “May God bless the labor movement.”

Under a tent on a stretch of open grass in Silver Spring, the National Labor College graduate its first class yesterday. Eighty-eight men and women from as far away as California and Panama took home four-year bachelor’s degrees in subjects such as union governance and administration.

“That’s what this is all about. Decent, honest pay for a hard day’s work,” said Maryland Gov. Parris N. Glendening, a Democrat, who was honored with a doctor of humane letters in labor studies by Mr. Glendening, who addressed the crowd as “brothers and sisters,” enjoy strong labor support during his two campaigns for governor. The Maryland General Assembly approved $650,000 this year for the school—it’s first public funds—but less than the $2 million included in Mr. Glendening’s budget proposal.

The idea of creating a national college for union members had been around since 1899, when American Federation of Labor President Samuel Gompers proposed the University of the Federation of Labor in Baltimore. The school never materialized.

The National Labor College, a correspondence school accredited by the state of Maryland, offers bachelor of arts degrees in seven disciplines: labor studies; labor education; organizational dynamics and growth; political economies of labor; union governance and administration; labor history; and labor safety and health.

It was established two years ago by the AFL-CIO and its affiliated unions as a way to make higher education available to working Americans. The program enables workers to advance their skills as leaders in the labor movement.

Students are given credit—up to 90 quarter hours—for their work and union experience over the years. The college requires 180 quarter hours of credit for graduation.

“Most people are genuinely surprised to find out how much their life experience is worth,” said Sue Schurman, president of the Labor College.

The Labor College replaces Antioch University, a degree program operated through the George Meany Center for Labor Studies in Silver Spring.

Average tuition is $8,000 a year, and $3,000 for union members, who make up the majority of the college’s student body.

While enrolled, participants must take humanities, English, social science, mathematics and science, in addition to electives. They are required to complete at least eight labor courses and a senior research project.
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